CROATIA
Capital: Zagreb

Language: Croatian

Population: 4.3 million

Time Zone: EST plus 6 hours

Currency: Kuna (Kn or HRK)

Electricity: 230V. 50Hz

Fun Facts
●
●
●
●

●

The oldest university in Croatia is the University of Zagreb, established in 1669.
The White House was built out of Croatian stone, obtained from the island of Brac.
Croatia's Adriatic coast is home to over 1,000 islands and numerous coastal towns.
In Croatia, people can start voting at the age of 16 if they have a job, but they have to wait until they
turn 18 if they are unemployed.
Today’s necktie originated from the scarf Croatian Cavalrymen wore while in the service of King
Louis XIV of France around 1656.

Blessed with a mild, continental climate, Croatia has much to offer in its 21, 851 square miles of contrasting
mountainous and lowland scenery, with a dazzling and extensive Mediterranean coastline boasting over
1,000 picturesque islands (only 48 of which are populated), magnificent beaches, and rocky coves. It has
eight national parks: Risnjak, the Plitvice Lakes, North Velebit, Kornati, the islands of Mljet and Brijuni, Krka,
and Paklenica.
Croatia gained official recognition as an independent country by the European states in January 1992, and
aspirations towards its European Union membership continue to advance through democratic reform and
regional cooperation. Zagreb is the country’s busy capital. Agriculture, cattle breeding, fisheries, shipbuilding,
commerce, road and sea traffic, and tourism form the backbone of the Croatian economy.
Jewels in Croatia’s cultural crown include the medieval old towns of Dubrovnik and Trogir, Diocletian’s Palace
in Split, and the Euphrasian Basilica in Porec—all UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Famous sons include physicist Roger Boskovic, genius scientist and inventor Nikola Tesla (Croatian born of
Serb origin), Ivan Vucetic, pioneer of dactyloscopy-fingerprint identification, and two Nobel Prize winners, the
chemists Lavoslav Ruzicka and Vladimir Prelog, who each made notable contributions to European scientific
and cultural heritage.
Croatians love their sports and take great pride in their national sports culture and fair play. A remarkable
number (for the relatively small population of 4.3 million) of top sportsmen have contributed to the world scene
of basketball, handball, water polo, swimming, tennis, and boxing. Sporting legends include Kresimir Cosic,
Drazen Petrovic, Toni Kukoc, and last but by no means least, fiery Wimbledon champion Goran Ivanisevic.
The Croatian people are also passionate about their traditions, with many local folk groups performing ageold customs and dances from the islands. Fish feasts, election of local “kings,” and carnivals all add to the
color and vibrancy of this “country of contrasts”—nostalgic yet forward thinking.
As well as traditional European cuisine, restaurants offer a variety of regional dishes, such as Dalmatian
smoked ham, Gavrilovic salami, sausages from Slavonia, salted sardines, and sheep’s cheese. Local
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brandies come in flavors such as herbal, grape, and plum, and wine from Croatia’s numerous vineyards
are well worth a try.

VISAS, PASSPORTS, AND OTHER ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Visas to Croatia are not required for U.S. citizens. If you hold a passport from another country, please check
with your local consulate about requirements for travel to Croatia. All passengers traveling internationally
are required to have a passport. Please carry proper identification (your passport) on you and do not leave
it in your suitcase or hotel room.
European law requires you to carry your passport with you at all times.

COUNTRY CODES
The country code for Croatia is 385. When calling to Croatia from overseas, dial your international access
code (011 from the US/Canada) followed by the country code, area code, and phone number. Phone
numbers in Croatia are 8 digits in length. Dialing from the US/Canada: 011 385 + ## ### ###.

CURRENCY
The official currency of Croatia is the Kuna, although the Euro may also be accepted. Change will be
provided in the local currency (Kuna).
Bank hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday.
1 CROATIAN KUNA (Kn) = 100 Lipa
●
●

Banknote denominations: 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000 Kuna
Coin denominations: 1, 2, 5 Kuna; 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 Lipa

For the most current exchange rates, please go to our website at globusfamily.com/currency.
Credit cards are accepted in Croatia (mostly Visa and MasterCard), and you should have no problems using
them in larger shops and restaurants. Smaller shops may ask you to pay in cash or have a minimum amount
required to use a credit card. Look for signs on entrances about various forms of payment accepted.

BUDGETING AND SHOPPING
The following budget guidelines are just approximate values or starting values for meals and are per person.
Actual prices will vary widely by restaurant and city within a country but below are some averages as
provided by our experienced personnel.
●

The approximate cost of a soft drink/mineral water/coffee is 10-21 Kn.

●

An average lunch consisting of a salad or sandwich and a soda or water starts at approximately
35-56 Kn .
Dinner at a mid-range restaurant with dessert and a non-alcoholic beverage starts at
approximately 119-175 Kn.

●

Shopping specialties: Maraschino cherry liqueur, handmade silk ties (cravat), lacework.
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TIPPING
●
●
●

Tips and taxes are usually included on restaurant bills, but if not included, 10-15% is appropriate.
For taxis, round up the fare.
For hotel staff, 10-20 Knis usually appropriate.

ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRICAL OUTLETS
Outlets
Voltage for outlets is 230V. North American voltage is generally 110V. Therefore, you will need a converter
for your travels. Adapters will be necessary to adapt your plug into the outlet but may not convert the voltage,
so both devices are necessary.
Outlets in Croatia usually have a 2-prong plug that looks like

TEMPERATURES
Croatia has plenty of sunshine most of the year and a mild climate.
To help you plan, below are average low and high temperatures for Croatia.
To convert to Celsius, subtract 30, then divide by 2. While not exact, this simple formula will give a close
estimation.

FOOD SPECIALTIES
Dalmatian smoked ham, Gavrilovic salami, sausages, salted sardines, sheep’s cheese, wines, and brandies
(herbal, grape, and plum).

A FEW WORDS OF THE LOCAL LANGUAGE
Croatian:
Good morning/day: Dobro jutro/dobar dan, Good evening: Dobra vecher, Please: Molim vas, Thank you:
Hvala, You're welcome: Nema na chemu, Yes: Da, No: Ne, Do you speak English?: Prichate li engleski?,
I don't understand: Ne razumijem, How much?: Koliko?, 1: Jedan, 2: Dva, 3: Tri, 4: Chetiri, 5: Pet, 6:
Sest, 7: Sedam, 8: Osam, 9: Devet, 10: Deset, Where is...?: Gdje je...?, Telephone: Telefon, Bathroom:
Toalet, Tea: Chaj, Coffee: Kava, Bottled water: Voda u boci, Cheers!: U zdravlje!

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE COUNTRY INFORMATION
Additional country-specific information for U.S. citizens can be found on the U.S. Government’s website
www.travel.state.gov. Here, you can find the most up-to-date information about destination descriptions,
passports/visas, safety and security, transportation, travel local laws, alerts/warnings, vaccinations, and
more. For citizens of other nations, we recommend you consult your local consulate for travel information,
regulations, and requirements.
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